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Angelika Selle
December 4, 2021

Dear WFWP Friend and Supporter,
We are very inspired to invite you to a special, end of the year online global Rally of Hope,
centering on PRAYER for the Reunification of the Korean Peninsula, which has been and
still is on the forefront of our Founder Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon's heart at this time!
This online Interfaith Prayer Rally for Peace on the Reunification of the Korean

Peninsula, will be streamed live at RallyOfHope.us this coming Saturday, December 4
at 7 p.m. EST. As always WFWP USA is honored to collaborate with other sister
organizations and the Universal Peace Federation (UPF), who is the sponsor for this
event, to reach millions of people around the globe to create awareness of the urgent
need for peaceful reunification to take place as soon as possible.
WFWP Founder Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon, a native of present-day North Korea who fled
to the south during the Korean War and the host of this rally, deeply understands
the issues of her divided homeland. She and her husband have tirelessly invested over
the last few decades towards resolving this severe conflict between two opposing
ideologies. They feel that once Korea is united, there is hope for other countries and areas
of conflict to find solutions to the deep divides.
Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon also, on many occasions, said that "today's conflicts cannot be
solved by human power alone - but only with divine intervention." Therefore, this
upcoming rally is calling on leaders and people of all faith traditions, and people of
spirituality and conscience to come together in prayer.
We hope you will join us!
Register here for this one-of-a-kind virtual event using new augmented reality
technology to connect millions of peacemakers worldwide.
We’ll see you there!
Sincerely,

Angelika Selle
WFWP USA President
WFWP Int'l Vice President

Women's Federation for World Peace
481 Eighth Ave, Suite 1228
New York, NY 10001
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Prayer Rally for Peace
on the Korean Peninsula
Saturday, December 4, 7:00 PM EST (4:00 PM
PST)
Join World Leaders and 1 Million+ Global Participants for
this Online Event

REGISTER

World Peace is happening NOW

Become part of the Action!

Join us in building groundbreaking
partnerships for peace based on

Interdependence

An economy shared by all people

Mutual Prosperity

Governance where all people can participate

Universal Values

Ethics practiced together by all people

Hosted by Dr. Hak Ja Han
Moon

I will devote the remainder of my life to
ending war, immorality and greed, and
liberating God’s heart so that we can
build a world overflowing with true peace
and love.
— Dr. Moon

Total Commitment
to solving real problems

Eradicating Poverty and Inequality

Ending Religious and Racial Conflict

Establishing International Security

Never before has technology given everyday people the
chance to join a transformative global movement
effecting meaningful change with heads of state,
parliamentarians, faith leaders, Nobel Laureates,
scholars, health experts, and more.

A Free Event for Everyone!

Join the Rally of Hope
Saturday, December 4
7:00 PM EST (4:00 PM PST)

Streaming LIVE from South Korea
to more than a million people

REGISTER
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